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SCADA System Cyber Security – A
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Teodor Sommestad, Göran N. Ericsson, Senior Member, IEEE, Jakob Nordlander

Abstract— Cyber security of Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition (SCADA) systems has become very important.
SCADA systems are vital for operation and control of critical
infrastructures, such as the electrical power system. Therefore, a
number of standards and guidelines have been developed to
support electric power utilities in their cyber security efforts.
This paper compares different SCADA cyber security
standards and guidelines with respect to threats and
countermeasures they describe. Also, a comparison with the
international standard ISO/IEC 17799 (now ISO/IEC 27002) is
made. The method used is based on a comparison of use of
certain key issues in the standards, after being grouped into
different categories. The occurrences of the key issues are
counted and comparisons are made.
It is concluded that SCADA specific standards are more
focused on technical countermeasures, such as firewalls and
intrusion detection, whereas ISO/IEC 17799 is more focused on
organizational countermeasures.
Index Terms— SCADA systems, Control systems, Cyber
Security, Standards, Smart Grids.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition)
systems have been in use more than 30 years, and have
become more advanced and complex as computer technology
has advanced. They are today vital for operating critical
infrastructures, such as electric power systems.
The development of SCADA system started before the
wide-spread use of Internet, in a period of time when the need
for IT-security mostly consisted of protecting the physical
access to the computers of the system. During the last ten
years, the number of connections to SCADA systems and the
use of internet-based techniques have increased rapidly.
SCADA systems have also moved from using proprietary
protocols and software to using the same standards and
solutions as administrative IT systems. This trend is also likely
to continue as Electric Power Utilities (EPUs) move towards
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the vision of a smart grid [1] [2] [3].
As a consequence, SCADA systems are now being exposed
to threats and vulnerabilities they have never been exposed to
before, and to a much greater extent than earlier. In addition,
conventional security solutions are not always applicable to
SCADA systems, since performance and availability
requirements differ for administrative IT systems and SCADA
systems.
Since the beginning of the new millennium, the need for
treating Information Security for EPUs has become more
evident among utilities, vendors, consultants, standardization
bodies, and regulatory bodies around the globe. For example,
this has been stressed within Cigré, where two main working
groups on information security have been launched: JWG
B3/C2/D2 [4] and WG D2.22 [5]. The list of organizations
that publish documents on how to secure SCADA systems
include [6][7]: American Gas Association (AGA) , the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI) ,
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and IEEE.
A. Purpose
This paper analyzes the content of commonly used SCADA
standards and guidelines in terms of recommendations that are
given to improve security, and the threats that are discussed.
The purpose is to identify how much focus these SCADA
standards place on different recommendations and threats. A
comparison is also made with ISO/IEC 17799 [8] (now
ISO/IEC 27002 [9]) to identify the differences to security
management in general.
B. Outline
The paper is structured as follows. Section two provides an
overview of related work. Section three presents the method
applied when analyzing recommendation in existing
standards. Section four presents the result of applying this
method to SCADA specific standards, and section five
compares the recommendations in SCADA specific standards
with those in ISO/IEC 17799. In section six a discussion is
given and in section seven conclusions are drawn.
II. RELATED WORK: SCADA SPECIFIC SECURITY
It is often argued that SCADA system security is special
and different from traditional information security or
information technology security because of the environment
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the SCADA systems are used within, and the requirements
placed on them. As a consequence, a large number of
recommendations, guidelines and regulations (hereafter
collectively referred to as standards) that describe matters
specifically related to SCADA security has been developed.
See for example [10-23]. Overviews of existing standards and
other initiatives can be found in [6] and [7].
It is sometimes stated that while the prioritization in
traditional information security is CIA (Confidently, Integrity,
and Availability) the prioritization for SCADA systems is
typically AIC (Availability, Integrity, Confidently) [17].
Hence, electric utilities set higher priority to having the
system functioning, than preserving confidentiality of
information in it.
Several of the standards provide elaborate descriptions of
these differences in terms of requirements that are placed on
the system. For example, [17] points out that one such
difference is performance requirements: control systems are
time-critical and real-time whereas information technology
systems only require consistent response times and are not
real-time. Such differences are also described in other
literature. See for example [24] [25].
From these differences, some direct impact on the security
recommendations can also be inferred as they constrain the
security recommendations that can be given. The requirements
on efficiency and safety are for example in conflict with rigid
password protection [17], and cryptographic techniques might
degrade the performance to an unacceptable level [26].
Although ISO/IEC 17799 [8] is not focused on SCADA
systems it is a commonly used security standard in the electric
utility industry. Methods to efficiently use ISO/IEC 17799 for
security management in electric utilities [26][28] as well as
using ISO/IEC 17799 for security assessments of power
communication has been proposed [29]. Hence, this general
purpose security standard is also used a basis for policies and
practices applied to SCADA systems in EPUs. Yet, there has
been no comprehensive analysis of how recommendations
given in SCADA standards differ from those given in the
more general security standards. This paper presents such an
analysis by quantitatively reviewing the content of some of the
most widely used standards for SCADA security and ISO/IEC
17799.
III. METHOD
The method comprise of three phases. First, the standards
to compare were chosen based on a set of criteria. Secondly,
these standards were studied in-depth to extract information
on security recommendations and attacks described in them.
The extracted information was thereafter grouped, and each
group was associated with a number of keywords and phrases
that represented its content. Finally, the keywords and phrases
have been used to quantify the standards’ focus on different
security recommendations and threats.
A. Selection of standards
There exist a large

number

of

standards

and

recommendations that is of relevance to those concerned
about SCADA security. This study started with a
comprehensive search for documents produced by
standardization bodies and governmental agencies. In this
search the following criteria was used to determine if a
standard would be included or not:
[1] The standard is available in English.
[2] The standard is published by a standardization body
or governmental agency.
[3] The standard must focus on SCADA system security
(not IT or information security in general)
[4] The standard/guideline must focus on SCADA
systems as a whole. Hence, it should not focus on
sub systems or components, such as intelligent
electronic devices.
The rationale for the second criterion is to include all those
standards that are produced by authorities in the field, and
thereby makes them widely recognized. The third criterion
serves to eliminate those standards that do not represent the
requirements and prioritizations that are directly applicable for
SCADA systems. The fourth criterion serves to include those
standards that cover all parts of SCADA systems. A standard
which only focus on one sub-component of the SCADA
system could, due to this sub-components characteristics,
skew the result to certain countermeasures and threats.
Eight standards and guidelines, or groups thereof, were
found to comply with these requirements. These are described
in TABLE 1.
TABLE 1 – INCLUDED STANDARDS

Document(s)

Publisher

Good Practice Guide, Process
Control and SCADA Security
[20]
Cyber Security Procurement
Language for Control Systems
[11]

Centre for the Protection of
National Infrastructure (CPNI)
Department of Homeland Security
(DHS)

21 steps to Improve Cyber
U.S. Department of Energy
Security of SCADA Networks [21] (DOE)
CIP-002-1 - CIP-009-1 [22]

North American Electric
Reliability Corporation (NERC)

Guide to Industrial Control
Systems (ICS) Security [17]

National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST)

System Protection Profile Industrial Control Systems [23]

National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST)

ANSI/ISA–99.00.01–2007 Part 1- The International Society of
3 [14][15][16]
Automation (ISA)
Cyber security for Critical
Infrastructure Protection [18]

U.S. Government Accountability
Office (U.S. GAO)

B. Grouping of recommendations and threats
After identifying relevant documents, these were studied
and security recommendations as well as threats described
were extracted from them. This yielded a substantial number
of phrases such as: “Implement firewalls” (recommendation
from [21]) and “Malicious code” (threat from [11]).
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To enable comparison, the recommendations and attacks
extracted from the different documents were grouped
according to their objective. For instance, recommendations
related to firewalls were grouped in one group of
recommendations and threats related to various kinds of
malicious software were grouped together. This yielded 26
groups of security recommendations and 14 groups of threats.
C. Quantifying focus of standards
To compare these 26 groups of security recommendations
and 14 groups of threats, a number of keywords and key
phrases were associated to each group. The keywords and
phrases were identified by reading the documents again using
the extracted phrases as a starting point. TABLE 2 shows the
keywords associated with the groups “Firewall” and
“Malicious code”. A complete list of keywords can be found
in Appendix.
TABLE 2
EXAMPLES OF KEYWORDS AND GROUPS

Firewall

Malicious code

Firewall
Packet filtering
Stateful inspection
Application proxy
Boundary protection

Malicious code
Malicious software
Virus
Worm
Trojan
Malware
Logic Bomb

When keywords were identified, the number of
occurrences of each keyword and phrase in each of the
included documents was counted. The number of occurrences
for a group was calculated as the sum of its keywords. The
number of occurrences of these keywords and phrases was
also counted in ISO/IEC 17799 [8] and aggregated using the
same procedure.

To enable comparison between ISO/IEC 17799 and the
SCADA standards and guidelines the result is normalized with
the total number of keyword occurrences in the compared
texts. The normalized values thus represent the part of the
total requirements that is associated with each group. This
normalized value is hereafter referred to as focus. This
comparison is made for the 26 groups of countermeasures.
When comparing SCADA standards internally, each text’s
focus was normalized with the number of keyword
occurrences in this particular text.
IV. FOCUS IN SCADA SECURITY STANDARDS
Using the method described above, the included SCADA
standards has been analyzed. This analysis has identified how
much attention is given to the groups of countermeasures and
threats. Two of the standards (ANSI/ISA Part 1-3 [10-12] and
NIST’s Guide to Industrial Control Systems Security [17])
cover all groups of countermeasures. No document covers all
groups of threats. The standards’ focus on the 26
countermeasure-groups and the 14 threat-groups is described
below.
A. Countermeasures
The keywords and phrases associated with the 26 groups of
countermeasures occurred in total 8222 times in the eight
SCADA standards. Fig. 1 show the number of occurrences
for each group normalized with the total number of
occurrences in all standards. As depicted in Fig. 1
countermeasures related to authentication accounts for 14.5
percent of the occurrences followed by countermeasures
related to cryptography with 13.6 percent of the occurrences.
On the other end of the scale, measures related to how to
set the security organization, how support can be gained from
system management tools, how to create system resilience to
attacks and recommendations on hardening of computers and
services are found.

16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Fig. 1 Focus of SCADA standards and guidelines on countermeasure-groups, normalized.
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The focus on these groups differs among standards. Let the
focus on group i in standard j be Fi, j and let Mi be the
arithmetic mean of all standards focus on group i.
With n standards the absolute mean deviation for a group i,
Di, can then be obtained as:

The mean of Di over the 26 countermeasure-groups (mean
absolute mean deviation) is 2.50 percent. This should be
compared to the mean focus on groups in general, which is
approximately 3.86 percent (1/26). Hence, the standards
included in this comparison do to a large extent deviate when
it comes to the number of times different types of
countermeasures are mentioned in text. In TABLE 3 the
arithmetic mean of the focus of the eight SCADA standards is
shown together with the mean average deviation (MAD) of
their focus. Also shown is the quotient between these, i.e. how
much standards deviate in their focus compared to their mean
focus on the countermeasure group.

MAD

MEAN

B. Threats
The standards included in this study have a focus on
countermeasures and recommendations on how to secure
SCADA systems. The keywords and phrases associated with
the 14 groups of threats occurred in total 876 times in the
documents. The threats the standards focus on can be seen in
Fig. 2, here normalized with the total number of occurrences
in all standards.
45%
40%

TABLE 3
FOCUS DEVIATIONS IN SCADA STANDARDS
GROUP

does for instance place 21.8 percent of its focus on
“Separation of networks” while CPNI’s “Good Practice
Guide” [20] does not use a single keyword associated with
that group. Also when they all mention words associated with
a particular group there is difference with regard to the focus
placed on it. The focus on authentication is for example 23.3
percent in ISA’s three documents [14][15][16]; 1.1 percent in
DOE’s “21 steps to Improve Cyber Security of SCADA
Networks” [21]; and only 0.3 percent in CPNI’s “Good
Practice Guide” [20].

35%

Security Organization

0.011

0.009

MAD /
MEAN
1.294

System administration tools

0.006

0.006

1.090

20%

Inventory and Overview

0.015

0.014

1.070

15%

Business Management Commitment

0.017

0.018

0.925

10%

System Resilience

0.008

0.009

0.900

Hardening

0.011

0.012

0.896

Network Security

0.016

0.018

0.891

Separation of Network

0.046

0.053

0.872

Business Cont, and Contingency planning

0.026

0.031

0.842

Incident planning/handling

0.016

0.020

0.827

Training and Awareness

0.015

0.019

0.789

Security Principles

0.040

0.052

0.765

Cryptography

0.069

0.095

0.723

Third party collaboration

0.036

0.054

0.678

Authentication

0.072

0.108

0.671

Policies and Standards

0.015

0.024

0.643

Antivirus

0.009

0.014

0.638

Backup

0.013

0.021

0.612

Patch Management

0.008

0.013

0.604

Intrusion Detection

0.039

0.067

0.589

Firewall

0.040

0.070

0.582

Authorization

0.031

0.056

0.552

Personnel Management

0.023

0.044

0.520

Risk Assessment and Management

0.029

0.061

0.468

Change Management

0.009

0.020

0.430

Auditing and vulnerability scanning

0.030

0.093

0.316

All groups are mentioned in all standards. NERC CIP [22]

30%
25%

5%
0%

Fig. 2 Focus of SCADA standards and guidelines on threat-groups,
normalized.

More than 40 percent of the occurrences of threats
mentioned belong to the group Malicious code (described in
TABLE 2). Denial of service attacks with the keywords
“DOS”, “DDOS”, “Denial of Service”, “Syn flood” and
“Resource Exhaustion” is the second most mentioned attack
with 14 percent of the hits.
Threats against data communication are also given much
attention, here represented by Spoofing (e.g. “man-in-themiddle”) and Replay, interception and modification of data
(e.g. “message replay”). On fifth place, threats related to
information gathering are found, for example “war dialing”
and “traffic analysis”.
Threats from employees and Social engineering attacks are
more related to the human element of cyber security. These
are given modest attention with focus of 7.9 and 3.0 percent
respectively.
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Also with regard to threats there is a difference in how
much attention they are given in the included standards. The
mean absolute mean deviation with regard to threats in the
standards (mean of Di over the 14 threat-groups), is 3.9. This
could be compared to the mean focus of groups, which are
6.1.
NERC CIP 002-009 [22] does not contain any of the
keywords related to threats. In [20] 78 percent of the
occurrences are related to Malicious code, while in [18] this
quotient is 50 percent. The same quotient in the System
Protection Profile (published by NIST) [23] is less than eight
percent. Further, the system protection profile [23] focus to 42
percent on DOS while the guide published by the same
organization (“Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS)
Security” [17]) only focus 10 percent of the attention on this
threat.
C. Comparison to ISO/IEC 17799
In terms of security, EPUs must cope with both
“traditional, administrative office IT” requirements and
“SCADA specific” requirements. Several utilities use the
generic standard ISO/IEC 17799 [8] (now ISO/IEC 27002 [9])
as a basis for security management. It is therefore interesting
to compare SCADA standards with ISO/IEC 17799 to clarify
the difference and coverage in terms of security requirements.
Fig. 3 show normalized values of how much focus that is
placed on countermeasures in SCADA standards and
ISO/IEC 17799. It can be seen here that ISO/IEC 17799 puts
significantly stronger emphasis on Security organization,
Business continuity and contingency planning, Policies and
standards, and Third party collaboration. The quotient
between ISO/IEC 17799 focus on these countermeasures and

the SCADA standards’ focus on them is 10.5, 4.3, 3.1 and 2.8
respectively. More emphasis is also placed on Authorization
(quotient 2.1), Backups (2.0), Personnel management (1.6)
and Change management (1.4).
Thus, ISO/IEC 17799 focus more on administrative and
organizational measures than SCADA standards. SCADA
standards focus more on Firewalls, System administration
tools, Antivirus and Intrusion detection. The quotient for these
is: 0.044, 0.10, 0.10 and 0.19 respectively. Hence, SCADA
standards place more than 22 times more focus on Firewalls
than ISO/IEC 17799, and 10 times as much focus on System
administration tools and Antivirus.
Other countermeasures that are mentioned more often in
SCADA standards are: Patch Management (quotient 0.23),
Hardening (0.34), Business Management Commitment (0.45),
Inventory and Overview (0.47), and System Resilience (0.61).
In addition, the keywords associated with the group Security
principles
are
not
mentioned
in
ISO/IEC 17799, but constitute 4.0 percent of the SCADA
standards’ recommendations.
The other countermeasure groups receive similar focus in
both ISO/IEC 17799 and the SCADA standards. Their
quotient is within the range 0.67 and 1.38. Risk management
and Incident planning/handling has the quotients closest to
one (1.02 and 1.03 respectively) and thus receive similar focus
in both SCADA standards and the more general
ISO/IEC 17799.

16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

ISO 17799
SCADA standards
Fig. 3 Focus on countermeasures for ISO/IEC 17799 and SCADA standard, normalized.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
V. DISCUSSION
This study has investigated the differences between the
recommendations for securing traditional administrative ITsystems and the recommendations for securing SCADA
systems used to operate electrical power processes. The well
established best practice standard ISO/IEC 17799 [8] has been
used as reference for security requirements placed on systems
in general. A difference between this standard and the
SCADA standards discussed in this study is that it is
concerned with information security, and does not focus
solely on information technology (such as SCADA systems).
ISO/IEC 17799 is however widely used in the electric utilities
to secure information technology systems and also proposed
as a tool for securing the SCADA domain in utilities [26][28].
The comparison made here is quantitative and compares
the focus of SCADA standards and ISO/IEC 17799. The focus
is defined as the normalized value for the number of
occurrences of certain keywords in the compared texts. This
method is similar the one presented in [30], where it is used to
define the enterprise information security field. To compare
texts based on the frequency of different words has
weaknesses compared to more qualitative methods, where the
semantics of a text would be fully interpreted. However, it
yields a traceable result that accurately captures the portion of
a text that is devoted to certain countermeasures and threats.
Based on the initial literature study the authors also believe
that this quantitative method provides a good indication of the
texts’ content.
With this quantitative method a major difference between
SCADA standards and ISO/IEC 17799 is found. While the
latter focuses more on administrative and organizational
matters (see section IV. C. ) SCADA standards focus more
on technical countermeasures. This result confirms that
SCADA security is more concerned with information
technology than ISO/IEC 17799 and that a security manager
adopting ISO/IEC 17799 should focus on its technical
recommendations. This applies to firewalls, patch
management and hardening in particular.
SCADA standards, as well as many other security
standards, have a strong emphasis on countermeasures.
Keywords associated with countermeasures are mentioned
8222 times while those associated with threats are mentioned
876 times. This difference could perhaps be explained by the
uncertainty that exists about the actual threat against SCADA
systems. Few confirmed incidents are publically known.
However, if the countermeasures suggested in these
documents are based on a rational process, a threat analysis
would most probably be the basis for the countermeasurerecommendations. From this study it is not apparent that this
is the case. For example, malicious code is the most frequently
mentioned threat in the SCADA standards and accounts more
than 40 percent of the focus. Antivirus, that is an obvious
countermeasure to this threat, does however only represent 1.6
percent of the focus when it comes to countermeasures.

This paper has presented a quantitative evaluation of
SCADA standards and the comparison to ISO/IEC 17799. It
can be concluded that with this ranking method, more than
every fourth countermeasure mentioned in the SCADA
standards
concern
cryptography
or
authentication.
Furthermore, the threats most frequently mentioned are those
relating to malicious code or denial of service attacks, which
together make up 50 percent of the total occurrences of
keywords associated with threats. There is also a strong focus
on countermeasures in the SCADA standards, hence less
focus on threats.
Moreover, it was found that compared to SCADA
standards ISO/IEC 17799 focus more on management and
organizational issues, and less on technical issues. These
results suggest that electric power utilities solely using
standards similar to ISO/IEC 17799 for security management
should complement its efforts by adapting this to SCADAspecific security requirements. In particular should firewalls,
system administration tools, antivirus, and intrusion detection
be considered.
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VII. APPENDIX – GROUPS AND KEYWORDS
This appendix shows the keywords (phrases) associated with
each group. A set of letters enclosed by parentheses represent
a set of words that were all used in the search. The letters
within the parentheses can either be included in the word or
left out of it. For example, the keyword “Isolat(e)(ation)”
would result in: “Isolate” and “Isolation”.
A. Countermeasures
Antivirus: antivirus, anti-virus, malware detection, malware
prevention
Auditing and vulnerability scanning: audit(ing), understand
the vulnerabilities, post implementation review, security
review, security test, self-assessments, vulnerability
assessment, monitoring, electronic access, security
assessments, user identity association, test plans, system
validation, scanner, log auditing
Authentication: authentication, single sign-on, password,
identification, time-limited, session locking
Authorization: RBAC, access control, session management,
access rights, electronic access, account management,
management of TSF data, Rights and privileges, authorization,
access control list, least privilege, separation of duties,
password policy, key management
Backup: backup
Business Continuity and Contingency planning: disaster
recovery, business continuity, recovery plan, contingency,
continuity of operation
Business Management Commitment: define the cyber
security goals and practice, business case, senior management,
senior manager, charter and scope, leadership commitment
Change Management: change control, configuration
management, change management, management of change
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cross-functional team
Cryptography: encrypt(ion), cryptograph(y)(ic), Decryption,
TLS, digital Signature, PKI, public key infrastructure,
confidentiality during transition, IPSEC, SSL, SSH,
certificate(s), VPN, virtual private network, kerberos
Firewall: firewall, packet filtering, stateful inspection,
application proxy, boundary protection
Hardening: harden(ing), unnecessary hardware can be
physically disabled, protect the BIOS, heartbeat signals,
disabling, removing or modifying well-known or guest
accounts, disconnect unnecessary connections to the SCADA
network, default account, default password, media protection
Incident planning/handling: incident handling, incident
management, incident response, warning system, incident
report, incidents documentation, response to security
incidents, computer forensics tool
Intrusion Detection: intrusion detection, intrusion
prevention, HIDS, NIDS, IDS, canar(y)(ies), honey pot.
security status monitoring, replay detection, detection of
modification, security alarms, anomaly detection, potential
violation analysis, content management, security event
correlation tool, traffic monitoring, forensics and analysis
tools, attack heuristics, integrity checker
Inventory and Overview: inventory, understand the system,
identify all connections, identified critical asset, network
diagrams, identify assets
Network Security: dial-up modem, dial-back modem, remote
support connection, remote support access, wireless
polic(y)(ies), wireless network security, wireless security,
dedicated line, web-based interface, DNS, TCP/IP, callback
system, MAC address locking
Patch Management: patch management, apply patch,
patching, security update, security patch
Personnel Management: contract, improved relationships,
separation agreement, security roles, personnel risk
assessment, personnel security, hiring, conditions of
employment, roles and responsibilities, security organization
Policies and Standards: security polic(y)(ies), develop(ing)
polic(y)(ies), compliance with polic(y)(ies), legal requirement
Risk Assessment and Management: risk assessment,
understand (the) vulnerabilities, understand (the) threats,
understand (the) impacts, understand (the) risks, assessment of
business risk, risk reduction workshop, mitigation controls,
risk analysis, define risks, risk goals, risk management,
mitigate risk, risk based, identify risk
Security Organization: security team, security response
team, red team
Security Principles: secure architecture, write safe code,
defense in depth, security requirement, information protection,
performance consideration
Separation of Network: separate security domain,
separat(e)(ion)(ing), isolat(e)(ation), DMZ, demilitarized
zone, electronic security perimeter, VLAN, virtual local area
network
System administration tools: host configuration
management tools, policy enforcement applications, network
management
System Resilience: redundant, single points of failure, spoof,
fault tolerance, UPS, fail-safe

Third party collaboration: third party, vendor, reuse proven
solutions, flaw remediation, industry forums, security
requirements in procurement
Training and Awareness: Training and Awareness,
Awareness and Training, Awareness programme, Coach IT
personnel, Information Awareness, Security Training,
Training program, Security Awareness
B. Threats
Attacks against cryptography: roll back
DOS: DOS, DDOS, denial of service, syn flood, resource
exhaustion
Information Gathering: eavesdrop, sniff, traffic analysis,
tap, war dial, war drive, visual observation, keystroke
Malicious Code: malicious code, malicious software, virus,
worm, trojan, malware, logic bomb
Network separation: poorly designed network, broadcast
storm, dual network interface cards (NIC) to connect networks
Non-repudiation attacks: modify log
Password stealing/guessing: stealing password, password
guessing, guessable passwords, brute force, dictionary
Remote Connections: rogue access point, backdoor,
uncontrolled external access, unknown connection
Replay, interception and modification of data: replay,
intercept, modify data, modification of data, unauthorized
change of set points
Social Engineering: social engineering, phishing
Software flaws: buffer overflow, command injection,
software bugs, “illegal” conditions, programming errors, sql
injection, software flaw
Spoofing: spoof, impersonate, masquerade, man in the
middle, MITM, session hijack
Threats from employees: disgruntled employee, operator
error, insider, human error, fraud
Web-attacks: remote file include, cross site scripting

